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HD4767

Break the routine
Rice cooker with 12 varieties

The Philips’ Healthy Variety rice cooker HD4767/00 comes with unbeatable amount of cooking menus,

revolutionary step by step cooking programs and dedicated set of accessories, surprising your family with

different healthy meals

Smart and automatic cooking

Artificial Intelligence control for fresh & nutritious meals

Extra thick inner pot for more even heating

The ultimate in convenience

Swing handle for easy carrying

Detachable and washable inner lid

Inner pot with cool-touch handles for easy access

Dedicated accessories for yoghurt, double boil and desserts

12 different healthy varieties

4 rice and 8 food menu for more healthy varieties

Nutritional keep warm keeps rice fresh for 12 hours

Smartouch control makes cooking simple

Color backlit LCD with text and animation

Step by step visual guidance



Rice cooker HD4767/00

Highlights Specifications

Swing handle for easy carrying

Swing handle for easy carrying

AI control

Computerized heating mechanism and

temperature control for optimal cooking result

in different programs

Extra thick inner pot

Extra thick cast iron aluminum nature inside

coating ensure high heating power is

generated and evenly heated around the pot

Dedicated accessories

It comes with dedicated accessories for unique

cooking menus including yoghurt, sweet tofu,

double boil for soup and milk custard/egg. The

detachable design of steam tray can be

separated as a plastic stand to cope with

different cooking needs. All accessories are

stackable for convenient storage.

Color backlit LCD

LCD with color backlit indicates different

cooking status clearly (set up in white;

cooking/reheat in red; keep warm in green). It

displays texts and animations to guide user

through all cooking steps.

Design specifications

Materials of main body: Plastic PP

Color(s): white

Color of control panel: Silver

Weight (incl. packaging): 5.6 kg

Technical specifications

Capacity: 5 Litres / cups

Cord length: 1.2 m

Frequency: 50 Hz

Voltage: 220 V

Wattage: 825 W

Accessories

Measuring cup

Plastic steam tray

Rice scoop

Yoghurt cup

 

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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